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ABSTRACT.   Let  P  and   Q  be   C1   densities on a hyperbolic Riemann

surface  R.   A characterization of isomorphisms between the spaces of bounded

solutions of  Au = Pu   and   Au = Qu   on  R   in terms of the Wiener harmonic

boundary is given.

In 1959, H. Royden [6] proved the following comparison theorem:  // P

and Q are nonnegative C1  densities on a Riemann surface R such that there

is a constant c with c~lP <Q<cP outside some compact subset of R, then

the spaces of bounded solutions of Au = Pu  and  Au = Qu  on R  are isomor-

phic.   In response to a question posed by Royden, M. Nakai [4] in 1960 showed

that the same conclusion follows under the assumption that fR \P - Q\< + °°.

The conditions fR \P - Q l< + °° and c_iP < ß <cP outside a compact sub-

set are independent and neither is a necessary condition for the conclusion.  Re-

cently A. Lahtinen [2] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the bounded

solutions of Au = Pu  on R  to be isomorphic to the harmonic bounded func-

tions. This result actually is implicit in the paper of Loeb and Walsh [3] in the

axiomatic setting.

In this paper a necessary and sufficient condition is given for the existence

of an isomorphism S between the spaces of bounded solutions of Au = Pu  and

Au = Qu  on R  with   I«-5« I bounded by a potential. This result contains

the ones mentioned above as special cases.

1.  Let R  be a Riemann surface and P a nonnegative  C1   density on R.

To avoid trivial considerations we assume R  is hyperbolic. We denote by P(U)

the space of solutions of Au = Pu  on an open subset  U of R.   The subspace

of bounded solutions of P(U) will be denoted by PBQJ). The superscript c

in the notation PC(U) and PCB(U) denotes the subspaces with continuous ex-

tensions to  bU.  It is conventional to use the symbol H in case P = 0.
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The Wiener ideal boundary will play a fundamental role and therefore we

briefly mention some of its properties here (for more details, cf. [7] ).  The

Wiener algebra N associated with R is the set of bounded continuous harmoniz-

able functions on R. The bounded continuous superharmonic functions on R,

for example, are contained in N. It can be seen that N is also a vector lattice.

The potential subalgebra Ns   consists of the functions in N with 0 harmoniza-

tions.

The Wiener compactification R* of R is a compact Hausdorff space

which contains R  as an open dense subset and such that the functions in N

extend continuously to R* and separate points there. The space R* is unique

up to a homeomorphism fixing R pointwise. In general we shall use the same

symbol for a function in N and its continuous extension to R*. We use A

to denote the closure of A  in R* and  3A  for the boundary of A  with re-

spect to R.  If we use A* to denote a subset of R*, then by A  we shall

mean A* n R.

The Wiener harmonic boundary ô  is the set of common zeros of functions

in N6   and hence is a compact subset of R*\R.  The main properties of 5

that we shall need are the following:  If CA is an open subset of R  with  dU

piecewise analytic and / G Af, then there is a function h GN such that h G

HC(U) and h - f\(R\U) U (17 n 5) = 0. The function h is called the har-

monic projection of / with respect to  U. If s is bounded and subharmonic on

U with continuous extension to  dU then s < ^^-duvíüns)5-  Therefore a

superharmonic function on  U with continuous extension to  dU is a potential

if and only if it vanishes on  3i/ U (U O 5).

We shall use the notation  Il ̂   for the supremum of the function   lip I

on A.

2. We consider solutions of Au = Pu on subregions G with  3G piece-

wise analytic (3G may be 0). The fact that nonnegative solutions are sub-

harmonic gives the following (cf. [3] ).

Lemma.  // u GPCP(G), then   ll«llG < \\uhc-u(Gn6)- Moreover, if

«I3G U (G n 5) > 0, then « > 0.

We now describe the integral operator  TG  which is the basic tool here.

Let £2 be a relatively compact region in R with 3 £2 piecewise analytic. De-

fine rGna  on the bounded  C1   functions on  £2 by setting TGnn<p =

•f«#Gnn(" > Z)#P> where gGnn(' , z) denotes the Green's function of G O £2

with pole at z. Then TGnatp isa C2  function on G n £2 vanishing con-

tinuously on 3(G n £2) and satisfies ATGnn<p = — <pP.

Therefore setting TGnilu = u + TGnilu gives an operator  TGnsl:
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PC{G n £2) —► HC(G O £2) such that « - TGnau l9(G n n) ~ 0-  For " G

PCB(G) with « > 0, TGu = limn^.Ä rGnn «  exists and is given by  TGu =

« + tg«, where  rG« = fGgG(' ,z)uP.  If « G PCB(G) is arbitrary, then  TGu

is defined to be  TGul - TGu2 where « = mx - «2, u¡ GPCB(G), u¡ > 0. We

collect here some of the known properties of TG  that will be needed in later

arguments (cf. [4], [5] ).

Theorem.    The operator TG: PCB(G) —> HCB(G) gives an isometric

isomorphism such that u - TGu l3G U (G O 5) = 0. // fGgG(' , z)P < + <*>,

for every z G G, then  TG is onto.

3. We introduce the set 8P = {p G 5 I p has a nbd t/* in Ä* with

frjgr/i' ,z)P< + °° for each z G £/}.   Here jr,y( • , z) for an arbitrary open

set U is defined as follows:  Let the component of U containing z be denoted

by  Uz. Then gu(' ,z) is the Green's function of Uz  on  Uz  and zero on

U\UZ.

Clearly 5^ is an open subset of 8. The significance of 8P stems from

the following

Theorem. The functions in PB(R) restricted to 8 vanish on 8\8P.

It is sufficient to prove the assertion for u G PB(R) with u > 0.  By

Theorem 2, rR u(z) < + °° for each zGR.   Suppose p G 5  and u(p) ¥= 0.

By the continuity of «  on R* there is a neighborhood  U    of p  and an

e > 0 such that « \U* > e. Then

+ oo > Tr u(z) > fvgR( • , z)uP > e fvgR (>,z)P>e fugu( • , z)P,

for each zGU.  Thus p G 8P.

Combining this with Lemma 2 gives the

Corollary.  If u G PB(R), then  \\u\\R < II «II p. If in addition u\8p

> 0, then u > 0.

4. Denote by CC(A) the continuous functions with compact support in

A  and by Co04) the closure of Cc04) with respect to   II« 11^.

Theorem.   The spaces PB(R) and C0(8P) are isomorphic vector lattices.

The isomorphism is obtained by restriction to 8P, i.e. PB(R) \8P = C0(8P).

We begin the proof by observing that for any fGN with K = supp(/l5)

a compact subset of 6^, there exists a « G PB(R) with u - f\8 = 0. In

fact  we  may  assume     / > 0. Cover K by a finite number of sets U*,

i= 1, • • • , m such that fy gv (• ,z)P< + <*> for each zGU¡. By taking

U*   slightly smaller if necessary we may assume that dU¡ is piecewise analytic.
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By the Urysohn property for N we can find tyGN such that supp <pt C U*,

ty > 0 and Xm ̂  \K = 1. Let /, = </>,/€# and note that f=Zm f¡ on it

Denote by A, the harmonic projection of f( with respect to Ut,i.e. h¡G

//*£([/,) and 0 = f¡\Wt = h,\W¡, f¡\U* n 5 =h,\U*n5. Let G be any compo-

nent of £/,. Then fGgG(- ,z)P< + °° for every z G G. Thus by Theorem 2 there is

a function u GPCB(G) such that « I3G = 0, « \G n S - A, IG n S. Repeating

this in each component of t/, we obtain v¡ G PcB(Ul) with v¡ > 0, u, \dU¡

= 0   and u, - f\U* n 6 = 0. Setting vt = 0 on R\U¡ gives a subsolution on R.

Let k¡ be the least harmonic majorant of v¡. Take an exhaustion   {£2n}

of R by regular regions. Denote by u(n  the function in Pc(£2„) such that

u(n - v{ I3£2n = 0. Then we have 0 < v¡ < uin < u¡n + l < k¡. Thus ut =

lim„ uin  is in PB(R) and 0 < v¡ < u¡ < ^. Since fc, — ̂  is a potential on R

it vanishes on S  and consequently k¡ - u¡ also vanishes there. That is, u{ -

v¡ 15 = 0. The function u = T,m u¡ G PB(R) has the property that «15=/

For an arbitrary fGC0(8p) there is a sequence   {fk}  of functions of the

sort considered above such that   ll/-/fcll p—► 0. Then the corresponding se-

quence of solutions   {uk}  is a Cauchy sequence with respect to   II • llÄ  by

Corollary 3. Thus there is a « GPB(R) such that   II« - «fcllÄ —► 0.  Let

u 15^ = g and for a given  e > 0 take  k such that   II« - «fcllÄ < e and

I/-AI p < e. Then the denseness of R in R* gives  ll# - /fcll P < e. This

means g = / on 8P.

Thus far we have shown C0(8P) C P5iR)l5p. For the proof of the reverse

inclusion take « G PB(R) which without loss of generality can be assumed to be

nonnegative. By Theorem 3.« \8\8P - 0. Set Kn= {p G 6 \u(p) > 1/«}.  K„  is

a closed and hence compact subset of 5.  Since KnC 8P it is compact in 8P.

Now choose V„GN such that <P„Kn = 1, <¿>„I5\A"„+1 =0 and 0 < <p„ < 1.

Then v„u G CC(8P) and  II« - <¿>„«ll P < 1/«.

Corollary 3 implies that the mapping of PB(R) onto C0(8P) obtained by

restriction to 5P preserves order and sup norm.

A slightly more tractable description of 8P can be derived from this

theorem.

Corollary.  5P = {pGSlp has a nbd U* in R* suchthat

SvgR( • , z)P< + «x» for each z G U).

Since gR( ' , z) > gv( • , z) for z G U we need only show that for each

pG5p there is a neighborhood  U* of p  suchthat SrjgR(' , z)P < + °°.

But by the theorem there is a function « G PB(R) such that «(p) = 2.  Set

£/*= {qGR*\u(q)> 1}.  By Theorem 2, rRu exists and, in particular, + °° >

TRu(z) >fugR(', z)P, for z G ¡7.
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5. The main result is as follows:

Theorem.  Suppose P and Q are nonnegative Cl  densities on a hyper-

bolic Riemann surface R.   There is an isomorphism S between PB(R) and

QB(R) suchthat   \u - Su\ is bounded by a potential on R if and only if

5P=5Ô.

If 8P = 8Q, then both PB(R) and QB(R) are isomorphic to C0(8P) by re-

striction to 8P. Thus define S: PB(R)—+QB(R) by u-Su\8p = 0. In order to

show that I« - Su I is bounded by a potential, express « as « = u j - «2 with

u¡GPB(R) and u¡>0. Note that u\8p = u1\8p -u2\8p which implies that

5« = Su1 - Su2, Su¡ > 0. Take h¡GHB(R) with h¡\8 = u¡\8,  i = 1, 2.

Since u¡ - h¡ and Su¡ - h¡ are bounded subharmonic functions on R which

vanish on 5  we have U¡ - h¡ < 0, Su¡ - h¡ < 0. Thus   I« - 5« I is bounded by

the potential Qi1 - «j) + (A1 - 5«x) + (h2 - u2) + (h2 - Su2).

Conversely, suppose an isomorphism S as described in the theorem exists.

Then   I« - Su 115 = 0 for each « G PB(R). If pE8p, then by Theorem 4 we

can find « GPB(R) with u(p) = 1. This implies that Su(p) = 1  and in view

of Theorem 3 we conclude that pG5,i.e.5pC5ö.  By symmetry we obtain

8P = 8Q.

The assumption on   lu-Su I implies that S preserves the behavior of func-

tions on 6 p. In view of Theorem 4 this means that S commutes the lattice

operations. If the assumption on   lu - Su I is replaced by the assumption that S

is a vector lattice isomorphism, then by the Kakutani theorem we see that 8P

and 5 *  are homeomorphic.

The results of Royden [6] and Nakai [4] are immediate consequences.

Corollary. // P and Q are C1 densities on a hyperbolic Riemann

surface R suchthat c~lP <^Q<cP outside some compact subset and for some

constant c, then PB(R) and QB(R) are isomorphic.

Corollary.  If P and Q are Cx densities on a hyperbolic Riemann

surface R and fR\P-Q\< + °°,then PB(R) and QB(R) are isomorphic.

In the first case it is clear that the hypothesis implies that 8P = 5 «*. In

the second case note that gR( • ,z)\8 =0 and hence there is a neighborhood V*

of 5  in R* with gÄ(- ,z)|F*<l. Thus fvgR(- ,z)IP-ßl< + oo.  By

the Harnack inequality this is also valid if z is allowed to vary and the conclusion

5 p = 8 &  now follows.

Actually the corollaries followed from the slightly weaker hypotheses c~ lP <

ß<cP in  V, ¡v \P - ß|< + oo, where  V* is a neighborhood of 5  in R*.

Denote by w the greatest solution oî Au = Pu  on R which is less than 1

on R. The following result is due to Lahtinen [2] and Loeb and Walsh [3].
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Corollary.  HB(R) and PB(R) are isomorphic vector lattices if and

only if 1 is the least harmonic majorant of w on R.

Let h be the least harmonic majorant of w. Then h - w is a potential

and hence vanishes on 6. Therefore, A  is the constant  1  if and only if wlô =

1. This in turn is equivalent to 8P = 8  which is equivalent to PB(R) being

isomorphic to HB(R).

6. Denote by PBE(R) (resp. PBD(R)) the subspace of PB(R) such that

E(u) = fRduA*du+u2P< + <*> (resp. D(u) = fR du A *du < + °°). Denote by

A the Royden harmonic boundary of R,R* the corresponding compactification

and define

Ap = <p G A \p has a nbd U* in R* with §VP < + «i

Ap = ipE Alp has a nbd U* in R* with   //uxugR(x, y)P(x)P(y) < + «>>

These definitions lead to criteria for isomorphisms between the closures with

respect to the sup norm of the bounded energy finite or bounded Dirichlet finite

solutions.

Theorem. Suppose P and Q are nonnegative Cl  densities on R.

There is an isomorphism S between PBE(R) and QBE(R) (resp. PBD(R) and

QBD(R)) such that  \u - Su I is bounded by a potential on R if and only if

Ap = Aß (resp. Ap = AQ).

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5 and therefore we only men-

tion some differences. The operator TG  defined in §2 also maps the spaces

PCBE(G) and Pc BD(G) into HCBD(G). If /GP < + o°, then

TG(PCBE(G)) = HCBD(G)

(cf. [1]) and if ffG XG gG(x, y)P(x)P(y) < + -, then

TG(PCBD(G)) = HCBD(G)

(cf. [5]). This is the motivation for the choice of Ap and Ap. The proper

analogue of Theorem 4 is that the closure oiPBE(R) (resp. PBD(R)) with re-

spect to the sup norm restricted to Ap (resp. Ap) is the space C0(AP) (resp.

C0(AP)) but this causes no complications. In the proof some complications do

occur because of the need to establish the convergence of sequences of functions

in the D or E norm.

Added in proof. M. Nakai (Banach spaces of bounded solutions of Au =

Pu on hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, Nagoya Math. J. S3 (1974), 141-155) has
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simultaneously discovered Theorem 5 and also has given a more detailed analysis

of its consequences.
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